
                       

Activity Name: 
The Size and Distance of 

Planets 

Energy Level: 
Low 

Topic:     □ Music / Drama     □ Cooking       □ Arts/Crafts      □ Getting to Know You      X Science / Math                      

□ Teambuilding    □Thrive    □ Gym    □ SEL    □ Introducing Topic    □ Reinforcing Topic    □ Technology  

Learning Objective  (main thing you want youth to have an opportunity to do / to practice): 
Practice measuring using a scale to determine the size and distance of planets from one another.  
 

Kid-Friendly Way to Introduce “Learning Objective” to Youth (1—3 sentences): 
We are going to practice learning how to use measuring tools to see how far away each of the planets in the solar system are.   
 

PLAN 
Environment Set Up: 
This activity will take up a large space, so needs to be in a low traffic 
part of program. It will require room for measuring and youth to move 

about with yard sticks and/or measuring tapes. Can happen in or 
outside.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Kid-Friendly Version of Directions: 
State clearly the rules and expectations.  
First, we are going to create our planets! We will need to cut them out so we can use them 

to show our measurements between planets. 
Then we are going to start measuring. We need to find a place to put our Sun, it will be at 
the end and we will put our planets in a row from how far away from the Sun they are.  

We will be using a scale to measure, which means we use smaller measurements that we 
can see and use (because the real distance is up to a billion miles between planets!!) 
First we will take a hypothesis of how far away we THINK the planets are. Place them in 

order (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune) and decide the 
distance.  

Look at the scale and use the yard stick/measuring tape to measure out the true distance 
using toilet paper sheets (see the column labeled Distance to Sun in sheets) 
Once it is done, make observations of the difference between what you thought the 

distance was and what it really is.  
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Anticipate Potential Challenges: 
Younger youth may struggle with making measurements and 

observations, may pair them with older youth or give them a specific 
role (tearing off certain numbers of toilet paper squares, coloring the 
planets, etc.) 

May also struggle to interpret data in the tables, so using references 
to the toilet paper squares may help youth visualize the 
measurements. 

Being careful with toilet paper, may get destroyed. Prompt youth to 
be careful and handle delicately.  
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Step-by-step of the activity: 

Have the youth cut out each planet (provided in packet). Allow them to label the true size of the planet on the label (as see n in the table) 
Discuss using the table measurements. There are two provided: one for the size of planets, another for the distance between p lanets. These two 

scales are different due to the enormity of the size and distance of planets, so that we can actually see them.  
Find a starting place to mark as your “Sun” (not included as a cutout because it would be too large using this scale!), you will need of a total of about 
56 feet from the Sun to do the activity—so make sure it is in a large space with little foot traffic. 

Have youth make a prediction of how far away from the Sun they think the planets may be. For younger youth, you can measure o ne of them 
together as a group so they can see an example before doing their own.  
Once done, allow them to measure the distance and mark them with the toilet paper (Mercury is 1.9 sheets from the Sun, Venus is 3.6 sheets, etc.) 

You will have to estimate some of the measurements by either tearing or cutting the sheets. Place the planets at the proper d istances from the Sun.  
Clean up materials and save planet cut outs for further free choice play.  
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Processing Questions: (questions to ask youth DURING the activity to encourage learning and reflection) 
What types of measuring have you done/seen before? 
Is measuring difficult? What strategies can we use to make it easier? 

How can we help our group to reach our objective of measuring all of the planets? 
REFLECT 

Questions to Review Activity: (group experience) 

Was your guess (hypothesis) different from the true measurement? How/Why? 
How did you work together to measure the planets and distances? 

What strategies did you notice others using? 
 
Questions to review learnings: (individual experience) 

Was this activity difficult? What strategies did you try? 
What interested you about this activity? 
 

Questions to predict how to apply learning: (future experience) 
How do you think scientists learned how far away planets are if we can’t travel there? 
What is innovation? 

How does innovation impact science discoveries? 
 

 
SUPPLIES (LIST WHAT IS NEEDED PER 10 KIDS) 

At site Recycled supplies needed Need to purchase 

 
 

 
 

Included in SPARKit 

 


